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Weather Waiver

Z&Z Pools is committed to providing excellence in the service we deliver to our customers.  We strive to
make only the best recommendations for your project to ensure you get the most out of your newly renovated pool
and that is lasts for years to come.  However, we are here to ultimately serve our customers and also strive to meet
your demands even if it is against our recommendations in some cases.  One such case is that of weather.  We ask
that you sign this waiver to release Z&Z Pools of any detrimental effects to your pool’s new plaster, tile or coping as
a result of being asked to work through rainy conditions despite our request to halt work until weather clears.
 Excessive water can cause the plaster to run and ruin the finish, can cause tile or grout to become loose or brittle
causing tile or grout to “pop out”.  We can and will strive to work through light rain conditions using tarps to cover
our work but will advise that we need to reschedule if forecasts predict heavy rainfall during or shortly after work is
to be performed.  Should you choose to move forward with work despite our caution and request to reschedule, you
would then assume all liability of any such damages or misapplication of materials that may or may not ensue
afterwards.  This waiver confirms that you acknowledge the aforementioned statements and release Z&Z Pools from
any such liability should you wish to proceed work despite our request to reschedule due to weather conditions.
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